Let r(X) denote the proper, lower semicontinuous, convex functions on a normed linear space, and let T* (X* ) denote the proper, weak*-lower semicontinuous, convex functions on the dual X* of X . It is well-known that the Young-Fenchel transform (conjugate operator) is bicontinuous when X is reflexive and both V(X) and V(X*) are equipped with the topology of Mosco convergence. We show that without reflexivity, the transform is bicontinuous, provided we equip both Y(X) and T*(X*) with the (metrizable) epi-distance topology of Attouch and Wets. Convergence of a sequence of convex functions (fn) to f in this topology means uniform convergence on bounded subsets of the associated sequence of distance functional (d(\epifn)) to d(-,epif).
Introduction
Let I bea normed linear space with continuous dual X*, and let T(X) (resp. T*(X*)) be the proper, lower semicontinuous (resp. weak*-lower semicontinuous) convex functions on X (resp. X*). A fundamental construction in convex analysis [14] , [20] is the Young-Fenchel transform f -» f* from T(X) to r*(X*), where f* is defined by the familiar formula f*(y) = sup{x, y)-f(x) (yGX*).
xex
The function /* is called the conjugate of f. As is well known [14, §14] , / -> f* is an order reversing bijection of r(X) onto F*(X*). Specifically, the inverse h -y h of /-+ f* from T*(X*) to T(X)-called the second conjugate map-is defined at each h G r*(A^*) by h (x) = sup (x, v) -h(y) (x G X).
y€X-A great deal of interest over the last twenty years has been focused on Mosco convergence of sequences in F(X) [1] , [8] , [16] , [17] , [19] , [21] . Given a sequence f,fx,f2, ... in r(X), (fn) is declared Mosco convergent of / provided at each x G X, both of the following conditions hold:
(i) there exists a sequence (xn) in X convergent strongly to x for which f(x) = limfn(xn);
(ii) whenever (xn) converges weakly to x, then f(x) < liminf/n(xM).
The key fact about Mosco convergence is the "sequential bicontinuity" of the Young-Fenchel transform in reflexive spaces: if f,fx,f2, ... is a sequence in T(X), then (fn) is convergent to / in the sense of Mosco if and only if (f*) is also convergent to f* in the sense of Mosco. This result was established in infinite dimensions by Mosco in [19] , but first in finite dimensions by Wijsman [24] .
There are two reservations one might have about Mosco's result. First, it is not a bona fide continuity theorem, in that Mosco convergence of sequences is not compatible with a first countable topology on T(X) unless X is separable (see [1] , [7] , [22] ). Second, its validity as stated seems limited to reflexive spaces. In [8] , this author addressed the first shortcoming, producing a simple Vietoris-type topology on T(X) (identifying functions with their epigraphs) compatible with Mosco convergence of sequences with respect to which / -> /* is actually a homeomorphism (see more generally [5] , [11] , 15]). On the other hand, continuity of / -► f* with respect to Mosco convergence seems to require reflexivity.
It is the purpose of this article to produce a stronger and even more tractible topology on T(X)-which coincides with the topology of [8] in finite dimensions -with respect to which / -► f* is a homeomorphism of T(X) onto F*(X*) for any normed linear space X.
Preliminaries
In the sequel, the origin and unit ball of X (resp. X*) will be denoted by 6 and U (resp. 6* and U*). We agree to equip X x R with the box norm: ||(x,q)|| = max{||jc|| ,|a|} for each x G X and a G R. A similar convention applies to X* x R.
The collection of closed nonempty convex subsets of X will be denoted by W(X). For each A g ^(X), the polar A° of A is the following weak*-closed convex subset of X* : A° = {y G X* : for each aG A , (a ,y) < 1} .
If /: X -» (-00,00], its effective domain, denoted by domf, is the set of points x in X where f(x) is finite. Its epigraph is the following subset of X xR:
epif={(x,a):xGX,aGR, and a>f(x)}.
As is well known [13] , [20] , / is convex (resp. lower semicontinuous) provided epif is a convex (resp. closed) subset of X x R. Most importantly, when X is reflexive, the conjugate operator from (T(X), xM) to (T(X*), xM) is a homeomorphism, under the usual identification of elements of T(X) and T(X*) with their epigraphs [8] .
The topology of interest here was also formally introduced (but not studied in depth) by Mosco in [18] . It is implicit in a slightly earlier paper of Walkup and Wets [23] . As indicated by recent work of Attouch and Wets [3, 4] , it has considerable potential in numerical analysis: it seems a promising tool to obtain convergence rates for sequences of functions and quantitative rather than topological results with respect to the stability of solutions to optimization problems.
To describe this topology, we follow the approach of this author in [9] . For a normed linear space X, let CB(X, R) denote the vector space of continuous real functions on X that are bounded on bounded subsets of X. We make CB(X, R) a metrizable locally convex space by imposing the following sequence (/?") of seminorms on CJX, R) :
Clearly, convergence of a net in CB(X ,R) with respect to these seminorms means uniform convergence on bounded subsets of X. By the topology t of uniform convergence of distance functions on bounded subsets for ^(X), we mean W(X) as identified with {d(-,A): A gW(X)} as a subset of this locally convex space, equipped with the relative topology. Evidently, (ê?(X), t) is metrizable; in fact, it is completely metrizable [2] . We find it worthwhile to record the following facts, essentially observed in sequential/functional form in [3] , as a lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let W(X) be the nonempty closed convex subsets of a normed linear space X. Then on W(X), xM c t , and if X is finite dimensional, the two topologies coincide.
Proof. To show iMc:,we show that (Kc)+ g t for each weakly compact subset K of X, and V~ G x for each norm open subset V of X. To this end, suppose first that A0 G (Kc)+ where K is weakly compact. Since AQ is weakly closed, there exists ô > 0 such that for each a G AQ and for each k G K, we have ||¿z -k\\ > S . Choose n G Z+ with K c nU. Then We may, of course, view T(X) (resp. r*(X*)) as metric subspaces of (W(X x R),t) (resp. (W(X* x R),t)).
Again following [3] , we call x so restricted to either F(X) or F*(X*) the epi-distance topology. In view of the seminorm presentation of x, a local base for the epi-distance topology at / G T(X) consists of all sets of the form il(f;p,s) = {gGT(X): sup \d((x,a), epig) -d((x,a), epif)\ < e} .
\\(x,a)\\<p
Results
The proof of bicontinuity of the Young-Fenchel transform with respect to the epi-distance topology requires some involved numerical estimates in conjunction with a simple, yet unorthodox, application of the separation theorem. It will be executed by combining four elementary lemmas that now follow. . Despite its simplicity, it is the key tool in our results here, as well as the results of [8] .
Lemma 3,3. Let X be a normed linear space and let p > 0. Suppose g G r(X) and dom g n int p U ^ 0. Further, suppose there exists (y, a) G X* xR such that for each x G pU we have (x ,y) -a < g(x). Then there exists (yx ,ax) G epi g* such that for each x G pU, we have (x ,y) -a < (x ,yx) -a,.
Proof. Let C be the following closed convex subset of X x R : C = {(x,ß): XG pU and ß < (x,y) -a}.
Since intC = {(x,/?): ||x|| < p and ß < (x,y) -a} ¿ 0 and epig n intC = 0, by the usual separation theorem [13, p. 66] there exists a norm closed hyperplane H in X x R that separates epi g from C. Pick x0 G dom g with ||;c0|| < p. Now if H were vertical it would necessarily contain both (x0, g(x0)) and (xQ, (x0,y) -a) and would therefore pass through the interior of C, incompatible with separation. Thus, H is the graph of a norm continuous affine function on X, say x -* {x ,yx) -a, . By the definition of conjugate convex function, (v, ,ax) G epig*, and separation ensures that (x,y)-a < (x,yx)-ax for each x G ßU. D Lemma 3.4. Let X be a normed linear space and let p > 0. Suppose h G T*(X*) and dom« n pU* ^ 0. Further, suppose there exists (x,a) G X x R such that for each y G pU* we have (x ,y) -a < h(y). Then there exists (xx ,ax) G epi h such that for each y G pU*, we have (x, y)-a < (xx, y) -ax .
Proof. The functional y -» (x,y) -a is weak*-continuous on the weak*-compact set pU*, whence its graph K is a weak*-compact subset of X* x R. Since epi h n K = 0, the sets epi « and K can be strongly separated by a weak*-closed hyperplane H in X* x R [13, p. 70]. Choose y0 G domhnpU* ; since (y0,h(y0)) G epi h and (y0, (x,y0)-a) G K, H cannot be vertical; so, H is the graph of a weak*-continuous affine functional on X*, say y -► (xx ,y) -a, with xx G X. The result now follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. D Theorem 3.5. Let X be a normed linear space and let x be the epi-distance topology. Then the Young-Fenchel transform is a homeomorphism from (r(X),x) to (r*(x*),x).
Proof. Fix f0 G r(X), and let p > 1 and e < 1 be otherwise arbitrary positive constants. To prove continuity of f -> f* at f0,v/e produce a > 0 and ß > 0 such that whenever g G Sl(f0 ;o;ß), then haus (epig*, epif^) < e .
Pick (x0,X0) G epif0, and let ô be the positive constant whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 3.1 with respect to the constant p and the bounded subset B of X x R given by iî = (||jc0|| H-1)C/ x E-|A0| -1, |A0| + 1].
Also, specify a scalar p by the formula p = max{||x0|| + l+S/e,\X0\ + 1}.
We are now ready to fix our parameters a and ß :
By the choice of p, it is evident that This means that epi g n int B ^ 0, provided g G íl(fQ ; o ; ß).
To show that haus/?(epig*, epif^) < s whenever g g Sl(f0;o;ß), we must establish both the following for g G Sl(f0 ;o;ß):
Since exactly the same argument applies in each case, we just verify (i). Fix (y ,a) e epi/0* with \\y\\ < p and \a\<p. By Lemma 3.2, whenever ||x||</¿, we have (x,y)-a-e < g(x). Since epig n int5 ^ 0 and B c pUx[-p,p], we have domg n intpU ^ 0. By Lemma 3.3, there exists (y, ,ax) G epig* such that for each x G pU, (1) {x,y)-a-e< (x,yx)-ax.
The last inequality is valid when x = 8 so that a, < a + e . Thus, (y, ,a + e) G epi g*. We will have shown that (y, a) G epi g* + (eU* x [-e, e]), provided we can show that \\y -y. || < e . Suppose this is not so. Then for some norm one element w of X, we have (w ,y, -y) < -e. Pick (xx ,XX) G epigflB. Since \a + s\ < p+ 1, the choice of S guarantees that Xx-((xx,y)-a-e) < ô . Furthermore, since (xx,Xx) Gepig and (y,,q,) g epig*, we have (xx ,yx) -ax < Xx . Combining these last two inequalities yields (2) {xx,yx)-ax <(xx,y)-a-e + ô.
From the choice of w , we now obtain Although we could establish the analogous fact with respect to r-convergence of sublevel sets to yield r-continuity of A -y A°, the proof involves some ugly estimates. Instead, we choose to produce a short, direct proof of r-continuity of the polar operator (without reflexivity). Fix p > 1 and e > 0; it suffices to show that haus (A° ,A°) < e, provided haus (epi s(-,A), epis(-,An)) < X, where X > 0 is chosen so that X + X( I + X)~ p < e .
Fix n with haus (epis(-,A), epis(-,AJ) < X. We must show that A npU cAn + eU and AnnpU G A + eU .
Fix y e A° C\pU*. By the definition of the polar operator and the support functional, this means that (y, 1) G epis(-,A).
By assumption, haus (epis(-, A), epis(-,An)) < X, and since p > 1, there exists (yn,a) G epis(-,/ln) with \\yn -y\\ < X and \a -1| < X. If a < 1, then already we have yn G A°n , and y G A°n+ XU* c A° + eU* . Otherwise, write a = I + ô . Since epis(-, An) is a convex cone, ((1 + ô)~ yn,l) G epis(-,An). Furthermore, \\y-(l+SrXyn\\<(l+ô)-x\\y-yn\\+ô(l+ôrx\\y\\ <X + X(l+X)~xp<e.
Since (l+ô)~ yn G A°n , weagain have y G A°n+eU*. This establishes condition (i). Verification of (ii) is achieved in exactly the same way. D Curiously, there is no example in the literature of a Mosco convergent sequence (An) of closed convex sets in a nonreflexive space for which the associated polar sequence (A°n) fails to converge in the same sense. We provide such an example here. Our construction rests on the following fact: if X is a Banach space, and y ,yx,y2,y2, ... is a sequence of nonzero vectors in X*, then (yn) converges weak* to y if and only if for each scalar a , ({x gX: (x ,yn) = a}) converges to {x G X: (x ,y) = a} in the classical sense of Kuratowski [9, Theorem 4.1]. We will now show that r^-continuity of A -> A° fails for X = /, . The key consideration here is that strong and weak convergence agree for sequences in /, , by Schur's theorem. Thus, Kuratowski and Mosco convergence agree for sequences of closed convex sets. Consider this sequence in /^ (the dual of /,) : (e, + en). Evidently, this converges weak* to e. . For each « let An = {x € /, : (x,e. +en) = 1} and let A = {x G lx: (x,e,) = 1} . By the above theorem, and the equivalence of Mosco and Kuratowski convergence, we get
